Many organizations have been using teams as a means of achieving organizational outcomes (such as productivity and safety). Research has indicated that teams, especially those operating in complex environments, are not always effective. There is a subset of organizations in which teams operate that are able to balance effectiveness and safety despite the complexities of the environment (for example, aviation, nuclear power). These high reliability organizations (HROs) have begun to be examined as a model for those in other complex domains, such as health care, that strive to reach a status of high reliability. In this paper we analyse the components leading to the effectiveness of HROs by examining the teams that comprise them. We use a systems perspective to uncover the behavioral markers by which high reliability teams (HRTs) are able to uphold the values of their parent organizations, thereby promoting safety. Using these markers, we offer guidelines and developmental strategies that will help the healthcare community to shift more quickly to high reliability status by not focusing solely on the organizational level.

It is well known that individuals have limited capabilities. This, in combination with organizational and environmental complexity, makes human error virtually inevitable in organizations, including those in health care. Reason\textsuperscript{1} has defined human error as any “occasion in which a planned sequence of mental or physical activities fails to achieve its intended outcome” either as a result of an inadequate plan or intended actions not going as planned (p 9). In some recent reports it has been estimated that each year up to 98 000 deaths occur\textsuperscript{2} and three million patients are adversely affected\textsuperscript{3} in the healthcare community due to human error. In most cases the individual (such as a doctor or nurse) does not intentionally commit the errors. Rather, the root of human error stems from many different sources including, but not limited to, inadequate training, procedures and/or safety culture.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Despite the inevitability of human error, there are organizations operating in complex environments that are able to maintain an exceptionally safe workplace. These organizations, such as those within aviation and nuclear power, have been termed “high reliability organizations” (HROs). For example, the commercial aviation industry (Part 121, Scheduled Air Carriers) experienced no fatal accidents in 2002 and only two fatal accidents in 2003 resulting in 22 deaths (www.ntsb.gov). This number is relatively small considering the millions of passengers who travel each year.

Due to their excellent safety records and continued effectiveness, HROs have received an increasing amount of attention within the past 10 years, and other organizations such as those in healthcare—for example, pediatric cardiac surgery units\textsuperscript{—}have strive[d] to evolve to high reliability status.\textsuperscript{6} While the study of HROs is increasing,\textsuperscript{7} limited within this work is the idea that other components within organizations can and should be viewed as high reliability systems (for example, teams\textsuperscript{8–9}). Given the research evidence that strongly argues as to the importance of teams within organizations,\textsuperscript{10} it is surprising that teams operating within HROs have not been more readily studied in this manner.

There are three key areas that must be integrated to create a safe work environment: organizational factors, team factors, and developmental strategies (fig 1). This figure serves as a framework on which this paper is organized. While the focus of the paper is to assist the healthcare community as they evolve to high reliability status, the information provided can be applied to other organizations as well. The objectives of this paper are threefold. We briefly discuss the organizational factors that together create the foundation and mindfulness necessary to reach high reliability status. It is important to recognize that the organization alone cannot achieve this status, so we argue that teams within the organization must also act as high reliability entities. Because this has not been discussed extensively in the literature, we then describe the requisite team behavioral markers as well as how they serve to promote the organizational values held by HROs. Using these behavioral markers, we conclude the paper with guidelines and developmental strategies (fig 1) that will help healthcare organizations to shift more quickly and smoothly to high reliability status.

**WHAT ARE HIGH RELIABILITY ORGANIZATIONS (HROs)?**

HROs function within hazardous environments and have been characterized as complex and tightly coupled.\textsuperscript{11,12} While some authors have argued that HROs are no different from other organizations (see Roberts\textsuperscript{13} for a discussion),
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this is less likely the case. In addition to working within perilous environments, researchers have argued that what sets HROs apart from others is how they operate internally. Specifically, it is suggested that the HROs’ “mindfulness” or their ability to exhibit “a pattern of heedful interrelations of actions” (p 357) has allowed them to reach their high reliability status. Furthermore, and as depicted in fig 1, mindfulness at the organizational level is comprised of a commitment to certain values and actions—specifically, commitment to resilience, sensitivity to operations, deference to expertise, reluctance to simplify, and preoccupation with failure (see table 1 for definitions). Finally, in addition to holding the values previously mentioned, HROs enhance their commitment to excellence by (1) actively seeking knowledge about what they don’t know, (2) designing reward systems that recognize both the cost of failures and the benefits of reliability, and (3) communicating the whole picture to all levels of the organization. Thus, the successful combination of these values and characteristics allows HROs to reduce and mitigate errors in an effort to maintain safety.

WHAT ARE HIGH RELIABILITY TEAMS (HRTs)?

While much has been learned about teams within the last two decades, the examination of how teams can be used to reduce errors and promote workplace safety (such as patient safety) has been relatively neglected. In order for organizations within the healthcare community (and others) to reach a high reliability status, it takes more than just appropriate organizational level values (for example, commitment to resilience, sensitivity to operations). Rather, a systems view must be taken to look at other levels within the organization that contribute to its high reliability status. Specifically, individuals and teams embedded within the organization are critical to the success of an HRO. Teams in the healthcare community that may be considered HRTs include (but are not limited to) surgical teams, emergency room teams, emergency response teams (such as Emergency Medical Services (EMS)), or any set of two or more team members who consistently and effectively work interdependently towards a shared goal in a complex environment.

Extracting from the literature on HROs and HRTs, it can be argued that, to become an HRT, team members must exhibit behaviors that facilitate those characteristics and values held by the organization within which they operate. The team level behaviors critical for the success of HROs at maintaining their status and achieving workplace safety will be discussed next. While the teamwork behaviors described are those that may be exhibited by non-HRTs, HRTs differ in that they are able to demonstrate these behaviors consistently and effectively over time in complex dynamic environments while working under high levels of stress. We discuss these team behaviors in terms of how they contribute to organizational values and conclude each section with a prescription for achieving high reliability status.

Sensitivity to operations

- Guideline 1: HRTs must use closed loop communication and other forms of information exchange to promote shared situational awareness regarding factors internal and external to the team.

HRTs help organizations maintain a sensitivity to operations by ensuring that all team members know the “big picture”. Closed loop communication and well developed shared situation awareness are key within this type of environment. Closed loop communication consists of the team’s ability to exchange clear concise information, to acknowledge receipt of that information, and to confirm its correct understanding. When doctors prescribe medications for patients, it is critical that the nurse acknowledges that the request has been received and that the doctor verifies that the correct prescription is being obtained. Similarly, as a patient is transferred from one department to another (for example, from EMS to the emergency room), it is important that all of the necessary information (such as “vitals”) is transmitted and received accurately. In addition, HRTs exhibit shared situation awareness of the environment, allowing them to apply the appropriate task strategies, which is foundational to the evolution of high reliability status. A shared awareness of the situation among team members helps to improve workplace safety by alerting members to latent errors, as well as impacting decisions in terms of strategy and team coordination efforts to contain and minimize errors that do occur. For example, a surgical team with shared situation awareness can anticipate future contingencies before they escalate into a more critical situation.

Commitment to resilience

- Guideline 2: HRTs must develop shared mental models that allow team members to monitor others’ performance and offer back-up assistance when needed.
Table 1  Values exhibited by high reliability organizations (HROs) and high reliability teams (HRTs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Organization level</th>
<th>Team level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity to operations</td>
<td>Ongoing concern with the unexpected operations</td>
<td>Closed loop communication: Team’s ability to exchange information accurately and clearly, and to acknowledge the receipt of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attentiveness to those on the front line</td>
<td>Information exchange: Team members’ ability to speak clearly, concisely, and in an unambiguous manner with other team members (e.g. an EMS technician provides vital signs of incoming patient to emergency room team). Information exchange should be transportable, meaning improvement in their ability to communicate increases across tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgement that the cause of an accident is often not the result of a single active error but rather errors lying latent in the system</td>
<td>Sources: Weick and Sutcliffe, Roberts and Bea.</td>
<td>Sources: Cannon-Bowers et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to resilience</td>
<td>Ability to identify, control, and recover from errors</td>
<td>Back-up behavior: The capability of team members to give, seek and receive task instructive feedback. Assisting team members to perform their tasks. Back-up behavior can be achieved by providing a team mate with verbal feedback or coaching, helping a team mate behaviorally in carrying out actions, and/or assuming and completing a task for a team mate (e.g. a doctor offers assistance to another doctor during an emergency to reduce workload). Performance monitoring: Team’s ability to monitor team members’ performance and provide constructive feedback (e.g. a nurse monitors a doctor’s performance during a procedure to ensure steps are not omitted).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors and failures kept small</td>
<td>Errors and failures kept small</td>
<td>Performance monitoring: Team’s ability to monitor team members’ performance and provide constructive feedback (e.g. a nurse monitors a doctor’s performance during a procedure to ensure steps are not omitted).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice worst case scenarios</td>
<td>Practice worst case scenarios</td>
<td>Shared mental models: Team’s ability to share compatible knowledge pertaining to individual roles in the team, the roles of fellow team members, their characteristics, and the collective requirements needed for effective team interaction (e.g. a surgical team has a shared and overlapping understanding of the procedure to be performed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop general strategies to expect and react to the unexpected</td>
<td>Develop general strategies to expect and react to the unexpected</td>
<td>Sources: Cannon-Bowers et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance to simplify</td>
<td>Unwillingness to simplify a situation</td>
<td>Adaptability/flexibility: Team’s ability to gather information from the task environment and adjust their strategies by reallocating their resources and using compensatory behaviors such as back-up behavior (e.g. a stable patient goes into cardiac arrest and the team must respond quickly). Planning: Planning both prior to and during a mission helps teams improve performance by setting goals, sharing relevant information, clarifying member’s roles, prioritizing tasks, discussing expectations, and environmental characteristics and constraints (e.g. prior to the arrival of a critical patient to the emergency room, the attending resident discusses roles, responsibilities, and expectations for when the patient arrives). Sources: Cannon-Bowers et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoccupation with failure</td>
<td>Encourage error reporting</td>
<td>Error management: Based on understanding the nature and extent of error, changing conditions found to induce error, and determining and training behaviors that decrease errors (e.g. an emergency room team recognizes that an inappropriate drug has been administered and quickly takes actions to mitigate the consequences). Feedback: Team’s ability to provide constructive feedback, seek feedback on own performance, and accept feedback from others (e.g. following surgery, the lead surgeon provides a debriefing of the surgery including positive aspects and areas in need of improvement).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accept human error as inevitable</td>
<td>Feedback: Team’s ability to provide constructive feedback, seek feedback on own performance, and accept feedback from others (e.g. following surgery, the lead surgeon provides a debriefing of the surgery including positive aspects and areas in need of improvement).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obsession with success liabilities (e.g. overconfidence)</td>
<td>Team self-correction: Team’s ability to monitor and categorize their own behavior to determine its effectiveness, which generates instructive feedback so that team members can review performance episodes and correct deficiencies (e.g. surgical team meets following a procedure to discuss positive and negative aspects of procedure and ways to improve performance in the future). Sources: Cannon-Bowers et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Weick and Sutcliffe, Smith et al., Helmreich and Merritt, Blickensderfer, Smith-Jentsch et al., Smith et al., Helmreich.

EMS, Emergency Medical Services.
The consequences of errors in HROs are severe. It has therefore been argued that the greatest countermeasure to human error is collaboration among team members (that is, teamwork). HRTs encourage a commitment to resilience in that members serve as redundant systems to avoid, trap, and mitigate the consequences of errors. In order to prevent errors and ensure workplace safety, team members must do several things: (1) ask for help when overloaded, (2) monitor each others’ performance to notice any performance decreases, and (3) take an active role in assisting other team members who are in need of help (for example, lending a hand; expressing diverse viewpoints). To accomplish this, HRTs demonstrate teamwork behaviors such as mutual performance monitoring, back-up behavior, and development of shared mental models. For example, ER nurses and doctors must be willing to work together to ensure that patients are handled efficiently and safely. This includes monitoring each others’ performance and providing assistance (back-up behavior) when one is overloaded. In addition, by developing a shared understanding of the situation and task at hand, the team is able to work together more efficiently without having explicitly to state expectations. Rather, team members know what to do and when, and each team member completes his/her task and provides relevant information without being asked. A lack of clear understanding can have detrimental consequences, and this contributed to an incompatible heart-lung transplant that was performed at Duke University in 2003.

**Deference to expertise**
- Guideline 3: HRTs must demonstrate a collective orientation that allows members to be assertive, to take advantage of functional expertise, and to seek and value input from other team members.

Many teams use status or member rank to determine how heavily to weigh the advice or input that members offer. HRTs, however, defer to member expertise by recognizing its value regardless of the level at which it resides. HRTs are also aware that the knowledge or actions of one team member are important and must be taken into consideration. Furthermore, the team has a collective orientation in that what another team member knows or does impacts on the rest of the team. Additionally, as it may not always be senior team members who have the most expertise in a given situation; it is important for junior members to feel comfortable speaking up and offering their expertise. As such, junior team members are encouraged to assert themselves (that is, clearly and directly communicate their concerns and ideas to others) and to share their expertise with the team. For example, a nurse should feel comfortable addressing a concern to the doctor without fear of reprimand, even if the concern was unwarranted. Deference to expertise allows HRTs to take full advantage of the potential synergy available within the team in any given situation, regardless of rank.

**Reluctance to simplify**
- Guideline 4: HRTs must seek to recognize complexities of their task environment and accordingly develop plans that are adaptable and promote flexibility.

An environment simplified by expectations can help reduce the complexity and promote coordination among HRT members. However, if simplified too much, it can also affect workplace safety in that information may be excluded or ignored. It is important in these environments that HRTs be prepared to recognize and react to both expected (routine) and unexpected (such as novel) events. A surgeon, for example, who is not prepared for a potential hemorrhage in the patient while in the operating room can seriously jeopardize the patient’s life. HRTs accomplish a reluctance to simplify by careful planning before and while conducting a task, creating expectancies of what will occur. It is standard procedure for aviation crews to conduct a preflight briefing before departing on a flight. The briefing includes information pertaining to each member’s roles and responsibilities, route of flight, emergency procedures, and other relevant expectations. In addition, during periods of low workload, HRTs (like those in aviation) continue to plan for contingencies that may occur. However, expectations can “color” one’s attention and interpretation of information—that is, information perceived as consistent with expectations is valid and inconsistent information is not valid—and thus, the actions taken based on the information. Inflexible expectations can lead to disconfirming, ignoring, or misinterpreting evidence. HRTs must therefore remain flexible and adaptable to all situations to ensure workplace safety.

**Preoccupation with failure**
- Guideline 5: HRTs must use semi-structured feedback mechanisms such as team self-correction to manage, trap, and quickly learn from errors.

Errors occur within systems every day; however, many are trapped before an accident occurs. Clair, speaking of the aviation industry, states that: “lessons can be learned from flights that do not end in accidents” (p 72) as they provide clues into what errors are occurring and how they are managed. HRTs use techniques such as team self-correction to learn from their mistakes. Self-correction entails team members monitoring their own and other’s behavior during an event followed by a non-accusatory discussion of positive and negative examples of teamwork that occurred (after action review). As part of the self-correction process, HRTs provide, seek, and accept constructive feedback. Providing feedback on the positive and negative aspects of the task at its completion (such as after surgery) allows team members to reflect on what was done correctly and what needs to be improved to ensure safety of the workplace. Preoccupation with failure in HRTs is also evidenced by the encouragement of team members to report incidents that did not result in a reportable accident. Such methods taken to encourage this type of reporting are voluntary non-punitive reporting systems—for example, US Aviation Safety Reporting System, ASRS; UK National Reporting and Learning System. Reports from the system should be analyzed and used to train HRTs on how to manage and handle non-routine events proactively. The aviation industry has greatly benefited from the implementation of this nationwide reporting system, and the healthcare community could also benefit from such a system. Some have argued, however, that underreporting of adverse events in the US is very high (up to 90%); go unreported each year). Furthermore, the culture within the healthcare community and a fear of litigation may impede the reporting of failures. Whether one life is at risk in the healthcare industry or hundreds of lives in the aviation domain, failures should be reported so that they can be learned from and prevented in the future.

**HOW CAN TEAMS IN HEALTH CARE EVOLVE TO HIGH RELIABILITY STATUS?**

As previously mentioned, teams are a widely used strategy for improving workplace safety, especially in health care. We believe that HROs demonstrate characteristics to create an overall mindfulness through the use of HRTs. Therefore, as the healthcare community is striving to reach a status of high reliability, it becomes important to consider how healthcare
teams can make this shift as well. The characteristics found to be indicative of promoting safety at an organizational level and their translation into behaviors needed by HRTs are shown in figure 1. These characteristics are supported through the organization (for example, by leadership and support from upper level management) and training, and ultimately lead to workplace safety. Following the science of training and systematically designing and implementing instructional strategies, non-HRTs are better able to make this shift to high reliability status. Using the information contained within the previously discussed guidelines, we can begin to propose how to develop non-HRTs in the healthcare community into HRTs through a number of developmental training strategies (table 2).

Developmental strategy 1: Cross training

In order to operate as an HRT, it is important that team members are able to anticipate and support other team members in their tasks (such as by providing back-up behavior). Failures in care can occur when team members have different understandings of what they should be doing in relation to what their fellow team members are doing. If all team members (such as nurses and doctors) have a shared understanding of the roles of the other, the risk for error is decreased. To do this, teams must be provided with cross training which gives them a clear understanding and shared representation (shared mental model) of how the team functions as well as how each member’s tasks and responsibilities are interrelated to those of others. There are three levels of cross training: (1) positional clarification (general knowledge regarding position and associated responsibilities); (2) positional modeling (general dynamics of the team, other team members’ duties, and how own duties relate to and affect others), and (3) positional rotation (working knowledge of the specific job activities of others and how own duties interact with and affect others). The appropriate level of training will depend on the level of interdependency and technical expertise required by team members. For example, teams provided with positional rotation training will be able to assist a team member by actually completing his/her task if that team member is overloaded. Consider a nurse who is a designated “floater” (that is, works in several different units). After cross training, this nurse will be able to fill in for another nurse in any of these units if someone is sick or needs assistance. Cross training allows teams to be more effective and efficient. It is important to remember when cross training team members that they should be provided not only with what behaviors should be performed but also “how” and “why” they are performed. This stems from research indicating that, because of the complexity of each other’s tasks in the healthcare domain, decreased performance may occur when cross trained individuals as the result of a trade-off between specialized individual skills for broader team skills. With this knowledge, teams are better able to coordinate without explicit communication (for example, to provide back-up behavior without being asked) to support safety in the workplace through sensitivity to operations and commitment to resilience—characteristics of HRTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Developmental strategies for transforming non-high reliability teams into high reliability teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developmental strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual contrast training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team coordination training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team self-correction training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario based training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided error training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developmental strategy 2: Perceptual contrast training

Cognitive skills such as noticing, performance monitoring, and situational awareness are argued to be important in creating safe mindful HRTs. Perceptual contrast training has been argued to improve one’s conceptual knowledge and “noticing” by presenting contrasting alternatives to scenarios or events allowing trainees to recognize these differences (contrasts) and discriminate between the positive and negative aspects of each. For example, trainees could be shown examples of how a surgeon successfully and unsuccessfully leads his/her team in the operating room. As a second example, trainees could be presented with scenarios demonstrating a complete and accurate shift change briefing versus an incomplete and inaccurate shift change briefing. While primarily used at an individual level within relatively confined environments, we argue that this technique can be extended to evolve non-HRTs into HRTs. Expertise demonstrated by HRTs is evidenced by their ability to notice relevant and sometimes subtle differences in both visual and verbal situations. Notice and situational awareness are particularly important in hospitals or other emergency environments where there are multiple inputs and little time to make decisions. As noticing is a precursor to the listed cognitive skills, perceptual contrast training may be a way to move teams toward a commitment to resilience, sensitivity to operations, and ultimately safe practices in the workplace.

Developmental strategy 3: Team coordination training

Research suggests that high performance teams such as HRTs may use different coordination strategies from low performance teams, leading to improved safety. For example, the introduction of team coordination training in the aviation community (crew resource management, CRM) has led to improved safety records and fewer accidents resulting from poor teamwork. CRM training is provided to all team members and focuses not only on the inevitability of human
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error but also on the manageability of those errors through teamwork. Anesthesia crisis resource management, based on CRM training, has been developed in the healthcare community but is limited in that only anesthesiologists and nurses are provided with training (Wilson-Donnelly et al, unpublished); surgeons, for example, are not. The MedTeams project was also developed to implement CRM training in emergency medical care. Healthcare professionals must be aware of the potential for failures in complex environments where they are expected to be error-free due to the life and death decisions that must be made. Team members can become more vigilant in these situations by raising awareness of the potential for errors and developing strategies for how teams can learn from them. We argue that, by training the importance of teamwork and team performance, non-HRTs will be better able to communicate and coordinate as a team, reducing the likelihood of errors (through a commitment to resilience and sensitivity to operations) and move closer to becoming a HRT. Training should include creating awareness that expertise may reside within any member, facilitating the team’s continuous stride for deference to expertise.

**Developmental strategy 4: Team self-correction training**

It is important for HRTs to monitor their situation continually in an effort to identify non-routine or unsafe behaviors before they culminate into hazardous situations. However, it is not enough that these behaviors are identified; they must also be corrected and avoided in the future. Team self-correction training focuses on teaching team members to identify errors and unsafe behaviors, provide constructive feedback, and correct any unsafe acts so that teams will be more effective during future events. A benefit of team self-correction training is that it teaches teams to self-correct without help from an outside instructor. During training, however, a facilitator plays a key role by: (1) focusing the team’s discussion, (2) creating a positive learning climate, (3) encouraging participation from all team members, and (4) modeling skills of effective feedback. This facilitated training will help prepare teams to complete the self-correction process on their own. Teams can then use this strategy during debriefing sessions following task completion (for example, after action reviews within the military). Since a lot of knowledge in health care is based on informal on-the-job training, the ability to self-correct (that is, to identify and correct any weaknesses) can lead to greater expertise and fewer problems as team members learn. These elements help HRTs to maintain their reluctance to simplify and preoccupation with failure. Furthermore, the ability of a team to self-correct is important as it evolves from non-high reliability to high reliability status.

**Developmental strategy 5: Scenario based training**

Scenario based training is a developmental strategy that uses embedded “trigger” events to structure and guide practice training scenarios. The trigger events serve to elicit specific behaviors which are defined a priori. Designing appropriate practice scenarios and embedding appropriate trigger events allows HRT members to develop the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to deal with errors. Scenario based training thus enables healthcare teams to practice for complex and/or novel events that may otherwise be dangerous for the patient or impractical on the job. For example, an EMS team could be presented with a scenario in which they have been called to the scene of a car crash. When they arrive at the scene they identify the family involved in the accident. It appears that all of the family members are okay when the father falls to the ground unexpectedly. The team must adapt quickly and respond to the patient. Performance is observed and feedback provided to improve the team’s performance in the future. Thus, providing teams with the opportunity to practice within these types of scenarios allows them to be better prepared to manage a multitude of situations (such as non-routine events or team failures) by remaining adaptive and flexible. In turn, this training allows HRTs to maintain a preoccupation with failure and a reluctance to simplify.

**Developmental strategy 6: Guided error training**

Guided error training, which uses a supported error correction technique, has been argued to be most beneficial for reducing and managing errors (Lorenzetti et al, unpublished). The premise of guided error training is that training is designed to guide trainees towards making errors so that they can learn what the outcomes of such actions look like. Once trainees are guided to the errors, they are given support to correct the errors through the development of corrective strategies. They are then able to apply the learned knowledge and strategies during practice scenarios. Feedback is provided to trainees to help them transfer what they have learned to the real world environment (Lorenzetti et al, unpublished). In the healthcare domain, it has been shown that human error is occurring at alarming rates. The need for teams in health care to learn what errors look like and be trained on how to correct them is imperative. As HRTs strive to maintain a preoccupation with failure, guided error training allows non-HRTs to make the shift to high reliability status by training them how to recognize and correct errors when they occur so as to minimize the consequences of such errors.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The literature examining HRTs is minimal. However, as organizations increasingly use teams as a means to improve safety, the need to recognize what characteristics should be demonstrated by these teams becomes apparent. The literature available on HROs and HRTs must be extended and applied to HRTs to better understand the characteristics of these teams, how they impact on workplace safety, and how to evolve non-HRTs into HRTs through training. As many organizations in health care are striving to make the shift to high reliability status, this need becomes evident. We hope that the theoretical framework and suggestions that flow from the information provided in this paper will stimulate thinking by the researcher and practitioner communities within health care and beyond. It is important to mention, however, that success will be limited if any of the instructonal strategies suggested are used in isolation or if not all team members are provided with training. To have the most significant impact it is necessary to implement multiple.
strategies to all team members to help non-HRTs make the shift successfully.
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